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This site uses cookies to improve your experience. You can opt out if you want. Cookie SettingsACCEPTPrivacy &amp; Cookies Policy BREEDER FEATURE: Alien Genetics Have You Ever Heard About Starfighter? Sure you have. It is a wildly popular strain. Who did it? Alien Genetics. Known for being the best marijuana seed in the
industry, Alien Genetics has been around for some time and has been a pioneer in the industry in many ways. If you follow us on Instagram or if you follow Alien Genetics, you've seen a finished product from some of their beans. In 2018, the breeders launched apple jaxx, which took off. Why? Because of its legit pedigree, Fruity Pebble
OG x Sour Apple IBL. WHAT MAKES THEM STAND OUT: Alien Genetics can boast of thriving and their genetics are believable. CUSTOMER FAVORITES: Make sure buying cannabis seeds online is always about preference, success and performance, but for Platinum Seed Bank customers, it's also about reputation. Customers who
are shopping with us and already have an affinity for alien genetics marijuana seeds tend to. As we mentioned Alien Genetics Starfighter is a favorite. We are sure that you are curious why. With its pedigree being Alien Tahoe OG x Lemon Alien Dawg, the finished product is a 60/40 indica dominant hybrid with a sweet earthy aroma.
These buds are light green with medium density. This strain is/has been a favorite among both growers and connoisseurs. However, Alien Genetics has since discontinued Starfighter, but don't worry, strains such as Apple Jaxx, Apple Mochi and Apple Gelato among others have raised the same stellar score. The entire Apple line that is
crossed out with the Sour Apple IBL is a favorite customer. When it comes to high-quality marijuana seeds that are guaranteed to yield fire, Alien Genetics prides itself on a solid stick to this. ALIEN GENETICS, THE PIONEERS + THE PRODUCT: We recommend that you familiarize yourself with the entire line of Alien Genetics hemp
seeds. Qualified kit or breeders are constantly releasing a new product, which is always well received. Alien Genetics growers are pioneers in the hemp seed industry and celebrated for their top quality marijuana seeds, their flowers and their finished product. Sometimes you can catch them at cannabis parties, but the best place to find
them is with us-Platinum Seed Bank. We always carry the latest high quality seeds from Alien Genetics and we can answer most of the questions you may have. Browse the content of the world's 2 most sought-after companies Alien Labs (California) and The Plug (Europe) to bring award-winning genetics to market. The world of an alien
laboratory laboratory DOSIDOS crossed with Plug's Sherbet bore a very unique taste. Distributed through this genetic plug-in is definitely one for the collection. This collaboration has already won The High Times Cannabis Cup in Amsterdam 2018. Our recommended seed banks » »
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